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ABSTRACT

Subepithelial cysts (SECs), sulci, and mucosal bridges are often found in association with one another, resulting in dysphonia due to disturbed vibratory characteristics of the vocal folds along with an incomplete glottic closure in most instances.¹ Histologically, cysts may be epidermoid or mucous retention and both are challenging to tackle, when other lesions such as mucosal bridges and sulci are coexistent. Epidermoid cysts may occasionally be open to the airway, referred to then as open cysts.² The infrequent diagnosis of open cysts has consequently resulted in a few articles discussing the management of this entity. In this article, we have discussed four cases of open cysts of the vocal fold, which we diagnosed over the last 3 years (2015–2017) with a discussion of their management along with a review of the literature. All four open cysts were situated on the left vocal fold, and two cases had coexistent lesions, in the form of a mucosal bridge or a sulcus.
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INTRODUCTION

A glottic cyst is a benign well-encapsulated collection of fluid of varying consistency, typically found lying free in the superficial lamina propria (SLP) underneath the epithelial layer and thus referred to as a subepithelial cyst (SEC).¹ Two types of cysts, mucous retention cyst and epidermoid cyst are found within the Reinke’s space. Mucous retention cysts are often translucent and are lined with cuboidal or columnar epithelium, presumed to arise from obstructed mucus-producing glands.³ Epidermoid cysts contain epithelium or accumulated keratin. They may be congenital in origin (dysembryoplastic theory) or may occur secondary to vocal abuse and phonotrauma (traumatic theory).⁴ An open epidermoid cyst can be seen when an epidermoid cyst spontaneously ruptures and opens into the laryngeal lumen, but still retains some of the accumulated keratin; in this case, the cyst’s outline may be more subtle, and it usually assumes an oval shape with the long axis oriented anteriorly and posteriorly (Fig. 1). An open cyst may also produce a mottled appearance⁵ (Fig. 2A). Ruptured cysts may also generate vocal fold pits or mucosal bridges. According to the theory of Bouchayer and Cornut (1985), a mucosal bridge arises from two apertures in a single epidermoid cyst, superior, and inferior since the mucosal bridge between the two apertures is always thick and hyperkeratotic.⁶ Mucosal bridges may cause dysphonia of varying degrees, especially when associated with other laryngeal lesions such as vocal cysts or sulci (Fig. 2B). They are difficult to detect even on stroboscopy, and their significance and management are fraught with controversy with no real consensus on its optimal management. A type III sulcus refers more to a localized area of depression, also called a focal pit. Hyperkeratosis is common near the deepest aspects of the sac or pocket. Some authors believe that this represents an open epidermal cyst.⁷ Whether this entity of keratin deposition in a sac is a ruptured cyst or an accumulation in a focal pit, remains debatable.

CASE DESCRIPTION

Case 1

A 30-year-old female presented to our voice clinic with a history of hoarseness and vocal fatigue, which she had noticed during her pregnancy, progressively worsening over the last 2 years. She had a low-pitched and husky voice that sounded masculine. Stroboscopy revealed bilateral thick vocal folds with cheesy debris

Fig. 1: Open cyst of the left vocal fold, which is oval in shape with its long axis oriented anteroposteriorly as seen in case 3. Reproduced from Nupur Kapoor Nerurkar, Textbook of Laryngology, Jaypee Brothers Medical Publishers (P) Ltd, 2017, Chapter 15-Fig. 27, with permission
at the striking zone with a bilateral severely decreased amplitude of mucosal waves. Her modal frequency was 180 Hz, with no range, and a maximum phonation time (MPT) was 6 seconds. Our clinical diagnosis on stroboscopy was bilateral open cysts with a possible left vocal fold sulcus. An endocrinology workup revealed hypothyroidism. The patient was started on thyroxin and also advised voice therapy. As her voice showed no improvement over the next 3 months, she was advised transoral microlaryngeal examination under general anesthesia with an informed consent taken for surgically excising the bilateral cysts and any other concurrent lesions if found appropriate. Intraoperatively a blunt flap elevator was used to palpate the vocal folds, which revealed a left vocal fold open cyst with an overlying thin mucosal bridge and a right vocal fold focal pit, also with an overlying mucosal bridge (Figs 2C to F). The left vocal fold open cyst was excised in to using a laser (AcuBlade) and sent for histopathological examination. The bilateral mucosal bridges were excised, and the entire epithelial lining of the right focal pit was made raw. Bilateral sutures were taken with 6-0 vicryl to approximate the new epithelial edges. The patient was advised voice rest for 10 days in the postoperative period and started on voice therapy on the 10th postoperative day. At the end of the first postoperative month, stroboscopy revealed early recovery of mucosal waves with a good closure pattern. Her modal frequency was 280 Hz with a range of 101–478 Hz and MPT of 13 seconds. The patient’s vocal fatigue had improved remarkably. She has been advised to continue maintenance voice therapy.

Case 2
A 27-year-old obese female with a history of bariatric surgery done 2 years back presented with hoarseness and low-pitched voice since the age of 12 years. Her stroboscopy revealed a possible left vocal fold open cyst with a right vocal fold sulcus with a bilateral decreased mucosal wave. Her modal frequency was 205 Hz with a range of 200–240 Hz and MPT of 10 seconds. The patient was advised preoperative voice therapy for 1 month, followed by transoral microlaryngeal examination and surgery. Intraoperative palpation with a blunt flap elevator confirmed a left vocal fold elliptical open cyst and a right vocal fold incomplete mucosal bridge overlying a layer of subepithelial fibrosis. An incomplete mucosal bridge, in our opinion, is an epithelial mucosal bridge that just stops short of opening along its medial edge. The left vocal fold open cyst was excised, using laser and the infraglottic epithelium was sutured to cover the raw surface with a 6-0 vicryl. The right vocal folds incomplete mucosal bridge had underlying subepithelial fibrosis, which was lasered, and the raw surfaces were sutured with 6-0 vicryl (Fig. 3). The patient was advised voice rest for 10 days, followed by voice therapy. After 3 months of therapy, the amplitude of the mucosal wave improved significantly, and her modal frequency went up to 268 Hz with a range of 195–316 Hz and MPT of 14 seconds.

Case 3
A 20-year-old female presented with hoarseness since 6 months. Her stroboscopy revealed a left vocal fold open cyst and a right vocal fold SEC. Her modal frequency was 207 Hz with a range of 197–314 Hz and MPT of 6 seconds. The patient underwent transoral microlaryngeal surgery where on palpation intraoperatively, bilateral cysts were confirmed, and both of these cysts were leaking the cheesy material into the larynx, hence diagnosed as bilateral open cysts (Fig. 1). The cheesy material and the lining epithelium on the left and the right vocal fold cysts were removed with a laser. After removing all the ingrowing epithelium, the edges were sutured with 5-0 vicryl on the left and 6-0 vicryl on the right. The patient was advised voice rest post-surgery followed by voice therapy, and the results were remarkable in terms of vocal outcome with modal frequency coming up to 277 Hz and MPT of 14 seconds.

Figs 2A to F: As seen in case 1 (A) Open cyst of the left vocal fold having a mottled appearance; (B) A thin epithelial mucosal bridge identified on the right vocal fold intraoperatively; (C) Left vocal fold open cyst along with (D) Left vocal fold mucosal bridge; (E) Right vocal fold focal pit; (F) Right vocal fold mucosal bridge
Case 4
A 40-year-old housewife presented with hoarseness since 3 years. The patient was previously operated for a left vocal fold cyst 2 years back at another center. On stroboscopy, a left vocal fold open cyst was diagnosed with a right vocal fold contact lesion. Her modal frequency was 209 Hz with a range of 131–466 and MPT of 10 seconds. Intraoperatively on palpation, the left vocal fold open cyst was confirmed (Fig. 4). Laser excision of the cyst with the right vocal fold contact lesion was performed. The patient was given voice rest post-surgery followed by voice therapy, and her modal frequency increased to 270 Hz and MPT up to 16 seconds after 2 months.

Discussion
Vocal fold cysts are a common cause of dysphonia and are relatively easy to identify on stroboscopic evaluation and mostly require surgical excision. However, significant confusion exists regarding the diagnosis and management of open cysts particularly more so when they are coexisting with other vocal fold lesions such as mucosal bridges and sulci. One hypothesis claims that these lesions are the result of congenital anomalies occurring in the fourth and sixth branchial arch in the course of development of the larynx which could explain the finding that cysts, sulci, and mucosal bridges are seen together, with each of these entities representing a different stage in the evolution of the same congenital entity.

An open cyst can often appear as a keratotic lesion on white light or stroboscopic evaluation/narrow-band imaging (NBI), and the clinical diagnosis is confirmed only after palpation of the lesion under suspension laryngoscopy under general anesthesia. Open cyst is a cyst which has burst into the laryngeal lumen as seen by a point opening in the cyst wall with extrusion of its content into the laryngeal lumen and thus may be differentiated from a focal pit, which is a localized area of depression with no overlying epithelial cover and has accumulated debris within. Mucosal bridges are also best picked up during microlaryngoscopy (MLS). Whenever two linear sulci are observed on stroboscopy or during MLS, a mucosal bridge should be palpated for. Whenever a patient is subjected to MLS, palpation with a blunt elevator is advocated to confirm the presence of a mucosal bridge.

Over the last 3 years (January 2015–December 2017), we have operated on 115 cases of vocal fold cysts, of which 4 were diagnosed as open cysts (3.47%). In our series of 4 cases of open cysts, all patients were females and had similar findings of an open
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cyst found on the left vocal fold with only one patient having bilateral open cysts. The rate of benign vocal fold pathology has been found to be disproportionately higher in females. This result has been explained based on the higher fundamental frequency and consequently increase in collision trauma. In addition, less hyaluronic acid in the SLP of females is another possible cause. We could not find a possible explanation as to the location of all four cysts involving the left vocal fold. All four patients were presented with hoarseness of long-standing duration, probably suggesting its congenital etiology. Stroboscopic picture was suggestive of an open cyst in all four cases, and the findings were confirmed when these patients underwent MLS. Under suspension laryngoscopy, palpation of the vocal fold lesion is imperative. A blunt flap elevator was used in all cases to palpate both the vocal folds, which revealed open cysts, occasionally along with mucosal bridges, focal pits, and sulci on ipsilateral as well as contralateral vocal fold. Concurrent ipsilateral open cyst and mucosal bridge may be a result of variable openings made in two epidermoid cysts of the same vocal fold. Once a clinical diagnosis is made, surgical excision of these lesions poses a challenge. In all the cases, the open cyst was excised along with the entire cyst wall using a laser and sent for histopathological diagnosis. According to the histological classification (Koren classification) proposed by Jacob et al., our all cysts fall under type IV: Cysts lined by squamous epithelium with keratinization. The freshened edges were then sutured by 5-0 or 6-0 vicryl. As for the mucosal bridge, there exists a dichotomy of opinion among laryngologists as to the necessity to excise the mucosal bridge or let it be. We prefer its excision when it is thin and epithelial so as to avoid two epithelial surfaces vibrating as separate entities during phonation. However, thick mucosal bridges are best not removed for fear of decreasing the bulk of the vocal fold significantly.

In our series of four patients of open cysts, two had concurrent lesions. In the first case, the patient had bilateral complete thin mucosal bridges, which were excised, and the undersurface of the focal pit was made raw. In the second case, the patient had an incomplete mucosal bridge with underlying fibrosis, which was lasered. The most important step in all the cases was suturing of the new epithelial edges, which when sutured together brings the infraglottic epithelium to cover the medial vibrating edge. This ensures a smooth medial vibrating edge for a good postoperative vocal outcome. All patients were advised adequate voice rest after surgery so as to allow complete healing of the vocal folds followed by voice therapy for 2–3 months. The patients had a good vocal outcome 2 months after surgery with decreased vocal fatigue and an increase in the pitch of the voice. There was no voice deterioration in our small series of four cases. Postoperative recovery is found to be slower for vocal fold cysts that are on or near the vocal fold ligament compared to lesions in the subepithelial space. Similarly, the healing postoperatively in cases of open cysts was found to be more gradual than in the case of SECs. In our series, in cases with SEC, it took about 4–6 weeks for complete healing to occur whereas, in a cyst entering the vocal ligament (intraligamentous cysts) as well as open cysts, healing took a long time, taking up to 3–5 months. This was probably due to the larger surface area of the lesion and the use of microsutures to close the defect, which is known to result in an increased collagen concentration of lamina propria, which in turn attributes to vocal fold scarring and stiffness. It is advisable to counsel patients with suspected open vocal fold cysts regarding longer recovery time and intensive voice therapy postoperatively.

**Conclusion**

Over the last 3 years, 3.47% of our vocal fold cysts were diagnosed as open cysts. Out of the four cases, open cysts were found in association with mucosal bridges or sulci in two cases (50%), and hence an accompanying lesion should always be looked and palpated for during surgery. Intraoperatively, after the excision of the cyst wall with its content, the new epithelial edges were sutured to cover the medial vibrating edge. The sutures may slow down the healing process but permit a smooth medial vibrating edge for a good vocal outcome postoperatively. The average improvement of MPT, in our series of patients, was 6 seconds with considerable improvement in the amplitude of the mucosal wave.
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